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as we move into our next cycle of development, we will be using these last few weeks to get ready for the release, to put in the final touches. we will be hard at work on making sure the ps4 version is top notch. in addition to the ps4 version, we will be focusing on making enhancements and improvements to the ps3 version. we will also be supporting the xbox 360 version until the ps4 version is released, so fans will be able to use the x360 version for the time being. for those of you who are playing the last of us on ps3 and ps4, we have some great news to share. this coming thursday, april 11, we will be releasing the abandoned territories map pack as a standalone download on playstation store for $9.99. this map pack adds four new maps to the game: wharf, capitol, coal mine, and water tower. if you want to play the game on your
pc, click on [pc] the last of us save game and dont wait a second more! save game file download option is a perfect choice you will get great improvement for your game version. no more worries about the lost battles its a way to fix all the mistakes within few clicks! can it be better definitely not! so try our save game free examples and give this extra boost your game. enjoy the game to the fullest! take the best that you can and dont look back you must be orientated to the future and new experiences. thats the only way to stay ahead of everything. if you see it as your goals, its definitely now or never! the last of us is a first-person shooter video game developed by naughty dog and published by sony computer entertainment for the playstation 3. it is the third main installment in the the last of us series and a direct sequel to the 2011
video game the last of us. the game was released on june 14, 2013. it received critical acclaim, and was the second-highest-selling playstation 3 game in japan at the time of its release. it later became the highest-selling game for the platform in the same region, and in the united kingdom. additionally, it became the first video game developed by naughty dog to reach the top 10 in the uk charts. the last of us was released worldwide on june 14, 2013, and was the second playstation 3 game developed by naughty dog to be released in 2013, after uncharted 3. in the game, players control a survivor of a zombie apocalypse, who is guided by a radio in his journey across a ravaged united states, searching for his family in the hope that he can re-unite them. the game's themes include loneliness, depression, and grief, which are chronicled
through the story and media in the game. the game's graphics are in the real-time rendered 3d-style. the last of us was developed using the game engine unity, which naughty dog used to create many games including uncharted 3: drake's deception, the crash bandicoot reboot, and jak and daxter: the precursor legacy. naughty dog then worked with sony computer entertainment to create a playstation 3 exclusive game. the last of us was designed as a departure from previous naughty dog games. in development since 2005, naughty dog decided to emphasize storytelling and character development in order to create a deeper experience. the game also features a new resource called "contaminated," which is used to describe the body of a zombie. the los angeles times described the story as "a lonely man's revenge fantasy." the last

of us also introduced the "virus (v-r-i-s-u-e)," a mutating genetic virus that causes infection and new strains of zombies to infect. the infected can be cured using an enzyme called "safe crack." the effect of the virus can be seen in the game's digital art, where areas that are heavily infected are shown as darker, and other areas show signs of infection. the last of us was released in north america on june 14, 2013, and in europe on june 16, 2013. at e3 2013, it was announced that the game would be released digitally for the playstation vita. in the game, players take control of a survivor of the zombie apocalypse, who is guided by a radio in his journey across a ravaged united states, searching for his family in the hope that he can re-unite them.
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Its here a exclusive new trailer for the newest DLC in The Last of Us season pass. Titled Grounded, the DLC will bring a completely new experience with a story of survival and merciless enemies. A unique survival mode is
launching with each of the four maps that will pit you against relentless and lethal AI, and will give you a true challenge unlike any you have had before. The Last of Us Season Pass will offer three DLC drops where players
will be able to experience such an epic journey as never before. The Reclaimed Territories Map Pack will drop at the end of this month and will be available for $4.99 Grounded Mode The Last Of Us Fix 3.55 BCES01584 The
Reclaimed Territories Map Pack will feature 4 new maps that contain all previously unlocked trophies, and can be played within the single player campaign. This is the final DLC which will be sold on the PSN store. The Last

of Us - The Grounded Mode will bring a completely new experience with a story of survival and merciless enemies. A unique survival mode is launching with each of the four maps that will pit you against relentless and
lethal AI, and will give you a true challenge unlike any you have ever had. The Last of Us Season Pass will offer three DLC drops where players will be able to experience such an epic journey as never before. Other than a

story of survival and few original elements at the same time, players will be able to create different gameplay experiences by adapting their fighting styles as they desire to. The Last of Us will be arriving as a sequel to the
critically acclaimed masterpiece, The Last of Us that has won a BAFTA for best console game of the year 2013 and many more. If you are ready to experience the whole adventure and the PSN store, ready your wallet and

click on the button below to download and play today for $4.99. 5ec8ef588b
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